
Stop Press: Roman soot found in hypocaust!

Archaeologists use Carbon 14 (C14) dating to date organic remains found on digs. During the 2011 
Low Borrowbridge dig we found a hypocaust, used to heat the floors of our Roman building. This 
contained a large deposit of soot which would have taken quite a number of years to accumulate. A 
sample of this was sent to a lab for carbon dating.

Carbon can exist naturally in more than one type (isotope). The majority of carbon is the lighter C12 
variety but a small percentage is heavier, with 2 extra neutrons and is therefore known as C14. This is 
unstable radioactively and gradually changes back to C12 over time. Collisions with cosmic rays in the 
upper atmosphere top up the levels to create a constant supply of C14.

As living things grow they absorb carbon of both types and so have, in their living bodies, the same 
proportions as in the atmosphere at the time. When they die they no longer take in carbon and the C14 
changes back over the centuries to C12. In specialist laboratories they can measure the current amount 
of C14 remaining in the sample and so estimate when it stopped growing. This is rather imprecise and 
only gives a likely (and sometimes rather broad) range of dates.

So back to our soot, which we assumed was from living trees in the time of the Romans. The results 
of the analysis are now back and show 68.2% probability that it was last part of a  living tree 
between 126-223AD and a 95.4% probability of between 79-240AD. 

Although a wide span of dates, at least this is definitely Roman and matches very nicely with the 
coins that we found, dated from around 206AD. In fact, not very much has previously been 
discovered about the fort, so this adds a lot to the knowledge of when it was in use. 


